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Executive Summary
The following report contains the requested information as directed by Ordinance 71217
and is in direct response to the following:
The Commissioner of Corrections is directed, within 45 days of the effective date of this
ordinance, to provide the Public Safety Committee of the Board of Aldermen and the
Board of Estimate and Apportionment a detailed plan to discontinue operating MSI as a
facility to house detainees with a planned closure date by December 31,2020.
The task of moving detainees from MSI to CJC is a simple one:



Back up the bus and load it.
Drive downtown and unload it.

The relevant, unspoken question is: Can we house the population of two jails in one;
doing so in a humane way that is safe for staff and detainees?
This report will focus on three areas that must be considered in answering this question.




Outsource housing of detainees to other public detention facilities
Cease housing Federal prisoners
House all detainees at CJC

Shallow understanding from people of goodwill is more frustrating than
absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will.
Martin Luther King Jr., Letter from Birmingham Jail,
April 16, 1963
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Plan to discontinue operating MSI
There are two possible approaches that bear consideration in reaching the decision makers’ goal of
operating one jail instead of two. The number of detainees must be reduced by some method in order to
comply with the remaining jails’ operational capacity. Or, the operational capacity must be ignored.
Either option should follow an in-depth analysis by the parties impacted by such a decision (ie, the courts,
jails, attorneys and arresting authorities). That being said, I submit the following regarding the two
options:


Outsource housing of detainees to other public detention facilities
After contacting every County jail in the State of Missouri we received two responses from
facilities willing to accept our detainees. Both have insufficient bed space to accommodate our
current need or possible future need based on peak population numbers over the past three years.



Cease housing Federal prisoners
On August 27th, 2020 we housed 210 federal detainees. 123 of those detainees have both state and
federal charges. 87 detainees have federal charges only. Reducing the population by 87 is
insufficient.

The second option involves housing all detainees at CJC, exceeding operational capacity, which may
result in the following outcomes.



House all detainees at CJC
From the National Institute of Corrections, Resource Guide for Jail Administrators, 2004:
The most commonly used definition of crowding is that the jail population
consistently exceeds design or rated capacity. In reality, symptoms of crowding
may be apparent if the jail regularly exceeds its operational capacity.
Compromising the jail’s classification capabilities is likely to lead to increases in
violence, tension, and the availability of contraband. Basic services (security,
maintenance, sanitation, programs, recreation, etc.) begin to break down when
they are stretched to their limits over extended periods of time.
Jail crowding also becomes a serious and immediate concern when the
population exceeds the functional capacity of the jail and basic services are no
longer consistently provided. These conditions leave the jail open to
significant liability exposure and jeopardize the safety and well-being of both
inmates and staff.
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Brad Hompe, MPA offers an independent review of the capacity at CJC in the following excerpt
from Population Assessment of the City Justice Center- Jail:

CJC Capacity Review
Currently, two detention/correctional facilities are operated under the Department of
Public Safety for the City of St. Louis. The two facilities, the Medium Security Institution
(MSI) and the City Justice Center (CJC), serve distinct needs with MSI housing medium
and minimum custody inmates and CJC housing maximum security inmates. This is
important to note as the mission and the spaces provided at each facility play an important
role in meeting the overall mission.
CJC currently contains 782 “rated” beds that can be used for general population housing
purpose. This includes 63 beds that are currently designated for segregation. Designated
segregation space is necessary to maintain separation of those inmates assigned to
administrative or protective confinement as well as those separated for disciplinary
reasons.
The purpose of pointing out the designated 63 beds used for segregation is because that
space cannot be used simultaneously for other housing due to classification and separation
requirements. The same applies to units used to house females, juveniles, and those of
differing classifications. On the day of the assessment there were 38 segregation inmates
housed in a 63-bed unit therefore, the remaining 25 beds could not be occupied.
Likewise, 25 female inmates were housed on a 64-bed unit eliminating the ability to
utilize the remaining 39 beds. In addition, 2 juveniles were housed in an 8 bed sub-pod
eliminating the ability to use 6 beds. Therefore, on this day, 70 “rated” beds at CJC could
not be occupied due to classification and separation requirements. Additionally, cells may
be down for periods of time for cleaning and maintenance. It is not uncommon in a jail for
several cells to be out of service due to sanitation or maintenance needs. Therefore, there
is a need to establish an operating capacity that is below your maximum capacity of 782.
In addition to separation needs, mass arrests and peak population periods must be
accounted for when determining an operational capacity.
A generally accepted practice is to identify 80% of your total rated beds as the operating
capacity with the total rated beds being the maximum capacity. In larger jails, 85% is
often used but is dependent on the number of housing units and ability to appropriately
separate classifications of inmates. Currently CJC houses maximum-security inmates
while MSI houses medium and minimum-security inmates. Due to the current inclusion of
MSI, 85% will be used here. If MSI were not available a lower percentage would need to
be used to ensure additional separation of those classified as minimum and medium
custody. ***Note: please refer to the classification section of this report for other findings and
recommendations regarding classification.
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Each jail is unique in physical make up. Specifically, of importance is the number of
housing units and the ability to separate by classification. In the case here, the population
and current classification assignments call for additional units and space other than what is
at CJC as CJC is fully occupied with maximum security inmates.
The recommended “operating capacity” at CJC is 665 with a “maximum capacity” of
782. This allows for 117 surge beds assuming all cells are in operation. Remember, on the
day of the assessment there were 70 beds that could not be occupied due to classification
and desperation needs (segregation/female/juvenile), therefore there would have only been
47 surge beds available. This equates to only 4 beds for the 10 remaining general
population male units which in turn places the general units at 94% capacity. Corrections
practitioners have identified 80%-85% as an optimum capacity for productive inmate
management.
On the day of the assessment, the population at CJC was 668 and was therefore slightly
over the operating capacity. An additional 100 inmates were housed at MSI on this date.
The space at MSI is currently needed for bed space and for proper classification and
separation.

Division of Corrections Population
Capacity

Facility Capacity:

Functional Capacity:

The number of inmates a facility can accommodate and still maintain
basic services. This means reduced programs and services, restricted
movement, increased overtime, staff stressors.

Operational Capacity:

The optimum number of inmates a facility can efficiently and effectively
manage, house and classify. Operational capacity is usually expressed
as a percentage of facility or rated capacity (e.x. 85% of rated
capacity). This percentage will vary from one facility to another, based
on factors such as the classification of inmates (ie. risk/need and
programs, housing unit design to include bed spacing, lighting, plumbing
(ie. showers, toilets, urinals and sinks), and proximity of staff.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, the plan is a simple one. Discontinuing the use of MSI will require the following:
1. Divide CJC into two sections
It will be necessary to divide CJC into two sections based on inmate classification. One
section would be designated medium/minimum security and consist of two housing units. The
other ten housing units would be designated maximum security.
It will be necessary to sleep part of the population on the floor.
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It should be noted that this arrangement is based on current population and does not account for
population peaks or surges. Based on current population approximately 20 detainees would be
sleeping on the floor. Please see below for graphs detailing peak population for the last three years.

2018 peak population was 1399 on September 30, 2018
5

2019 peak population was 1314 on January 3, 2019

2020 peak population was 1010 on January 28, 2020
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2. Transport all detainees from MSI
This would require us to abridge best practices as it relates to classification, programming and
separation. It will also require a significant increase in staffing. To manage overcrowding at
CJC we estimate a need to increase staff by at least 40.
Over the years, we have been able to provide detainees with a variety of activities and
programs unique to MSI that will have to be discontinued after moving all detainees to CJC.

On the following pages you will find photos of programs and activities offered to detainees at
MSI.
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MSI Baking Program
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MSI Resource Fair
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Hip Hopera- A production by JPEK CreativeWorks Theatre
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MSI Board Up Art Project
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